Effects of complex formation on vibrational circular dichroism spectra.
The determination of absolute configurations of chiral compounds using VCD is performed by comparing measured vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra with calculated spectra. The process is based on two facts: the two enantiomers have rotational strengths of opposite sign, and the absolute configuration of the molecule used in the calculation is known. However, calculations on isolated molecules very often predict VCD intensities of very different magnitude or even different signs compared to the spectra measured in solution. Therefore, we have carefully analyzed what type of changes are induced by complexation of a solvent molecule to a solute. In the theoretical example of benzoyl-benzoic acid (in a particular chiral conformation) hydrogen bonded to the achiral NH3, we distinguish six cases, ranging from no or very small changes in the rotational strengths of solute modes (case A) to changes of sign of rotational strengths (case B), changes in magnitude (case C), nonzero rotational strengths for modes of the achiral solvent ("transfer of chirality", case D), large frequency shifts accompanied by giant enhancements of the IR and VCD intensities of modes involved in hydrogen bonding (case E), and emergence of new peaks (case F). In this work, all of these situations will be discussed and their origin will be elucidated. On the basis of our analysis, we advocate that codes for VCD rotational strength calculation should output for each mode i the angle xi(i) between the electric and magnetic transition dipole moments because only "robust modes" with xi far from 90 degrees should be used for the determination of the absolute configuration.